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This paper analyzes how managerial control of voting rights affects firm value and financing 
policies. It shows that an increase in the fraction of voting rights c4xltroued by man em 
decreaxs the pbabiity of a succmhi tender offer and immzs the premum offered if a tender 
o&r is nude. Depend& on whether mamageriA contm! of w&g tights is sm& UT huge, 
shareholders’ we&b increases or falls when manqemennt sLq&em its cYx2r?A 9I voting F:gbts. 
Management can change the fraction of t&e votes It controls through capital structure changes, 
corpo=techalter amt&ments, a.~~d tk acquisition of shareholder ckntetes. 

Many papers analyze the role of managerial equity ownership in governing 
tbe conflict of interest between man2gers and outside sha.nA$ 
literature takes the view that the value of the km increases as the 
stake in the hrm% iutwe cash flows ixr~~es. In Jensen and MeckIing (19X), 
larger managerial equity ownership helps to atip the kentives of 
with those of outside sb?r&olders, as managers bear direct weal 
quexxes from heir decisions. Further, Leland and Pyle (1977) show that 
managerial equity ownership co information to outside shareholdt3 
about managers private valuation 0 e firm. 

In this paper, we emphasize that &e fraction G of the votir~g rights 
controlled by management is an important element of the o-ership structure 
of publicly traded firms. We show that the value of the GE A is positively 
related to cx for low values of (4: and negatively related tr Q as a bmmes kge. 

*Part of this research was done while I was visiting the Sloan !khooi sf Managerent at MIT 
and the Graduate School of Business at the University of Chicago. I thank Mark Bag~o!i, Richard 
Cantor, Michael Dothar, George Constantides, Ronen Is&, Kose Jo& Sike Long, John 
Long.. Robert Menon, Merton Miller, §tew Myers, Ed Rice, Richz.rd Rubacck, Rob Vishny, Neil 
Wallace, Ralph Walkling, and participants at seminars at Harvard ‘University, MIT, the Gtiver- 
sity of Minnesota, the “University of Chicago, the University of British Coiumbla, and the 9hio 
State U&qersity for meful cqjmmefits_ I am especisy grai+l to b&i=j ~e&&o, Joh pa&j%, 
aiid Pat Reagan ~OF useful dixzussions and comm The paper benefited su y from 
commenti and suggestions from tht; rcfcxe, P~dxi I&r, and from the editor, knsez 
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/+&ho@ managers can change 01 by buying or selling shares, we show that 
they can also do so through a variety of capital srru~tt~r~ ~hg~, through 
changes in the corporate charter, and through the acquisition of shareholder 
clienteles favorable to management. An important result from our ;iridpi~ is 

that capital structure changes affect the due of the firm throu their e%ct 
on ix. 

IQ dem~ns~~.te the importance of managers’ control of voting rights, ~‘e 
consider a model in which the conflict of interest between management and 
outside shareholders arises solely from the fact that a successful tender offer 
affects the welfare of outside shareholders and managers difKerently. Although 
this assumption seems reasonable for corporations for w the threat of a 
hostile takeover attempt is significant, it is impor%:t to pi rstand tlat the 
threat of a battle for corporate control is always present and hence alwayti 
Sects managers’ actions. However, to keep our adysis tractable, we ipore 
the disciplining efl’ects of the market for corporate control. In our model, 
managers control voting rights only because, by doing so: they affect the 
behavior of potential bidders and hence the probabiity of losing control. We 
show that the prer&urn o&r& in a tender o@er is an increasing functioti of 
the fraction of voting rights of the target controlled by management, while the 
probability of a hostile takeover falls with that fraction. Smce a plays a crucial 
role in both the probability and the outcome of a hostile takeover attempt, one 
expects managers who value control to increase (r when they learn that their 
firm has become a more attractive target. This is because the benefits managers 
derive from a large u increase with the probAAity of ti tieover attempt, 
v4mzas the costs (for instance, the lack of diversification of their portfolio) 
remain the same. 

In this paper, an increase in the fraction 01 of the voting rights controlled by 
managers has an ambiguous effect on the value of a potential target. On the 
one hand, a higher (Y adversely a6ects the value of the target as it decreases the 
probability of a hostile takeover attempt. Qn the other hand, the premium 
offered if such an attempt is made increases with a. If managers control a 
sufficiently large fraction of the votes and always oppose hostile takeover 

e of the outside shares is lowest because no tender offers are 
owever, if managers control no votes a tender offer wit? a small 

premium can succeed even though, in general, the bidding firm would have 
been willing to offer a higher premium to acquire control. Hence, if a = 0, an 
increase in (Y enables the target to get a larger fraction of the benefits from the 
takeover. This paper implies, therefore, that the value of the firm increases or 
falls when M increases depending on whether a is small or large, so that there 
is a uniq~ ~&de: of a ht. mmimizes the value of the firm. Merck, Shleifer 
and Vishny (1988) independently formulate and test this hypothesis, assuming 
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that the fraction of the voting rigks went is equal to t 
fraction of the km’s equi d by management. ey argue that when 01 is 
small, an increase in a nt closer to those of 
shareholders, but that when Q is large, an increase in cy makes maRag~rn~~t 

more entrenched and less subjected to the discipline t for 
corporate control. Their pirical evidence shows that, 
industry effects, Tobin’s Q falls as Q 

hen managers control votes only thro 
for a large all-equity fkm 

required to maximize the value of t 

a large amount of ris 
arrangements have the same 
about by a purchase of shares 

e show that various contractual 
an mcrea.se in C$ brou 

arrangements that increase management’s hgainhg pcbwe 
as those that decrease the value of control of the target for the bid 
pills, etc.), but they differ from those we focus on in this study. 
takeover defenses that consohdate management’s control of voting rights have 
effects similar to an outright purchase of shares by management, we 
to explain why outside shareholders sometimes vote for such defenses 
also happen, however, that management controls too many voting 
the sense tnat the value of the outside shares would increase with a 
such cases, it becomes profitable for outside shareholders to mak 
less costly for management, for instance through a golden parachute. 

Whether management controls too few or too many votes, the firm’s capital 
structure decision is relevant because of its effect on the distribution of vothg 
zights. For instance, for fixed investment policy and fked holdings of shares 
by management, an increase in leverage increases (r and brings about an 
increase in the value of the outside shares if, previously, OL was small. 
as in the Harris and Raviv (1988) model of proxy contests. managers m 
to change a f&m’s capital structure for the sole purpose of ccntrolhng a tiger 
fraction of the voting rights with a given investment in their firm Jn our 
model, an increase in leverage with fixed investment pay does not neces- 
sarily decrease the probability that management will be replace; by a cornpet- 

ing management team. The reason is that an increase in debt increases OL but 
also decreases the total value of equity, so that it becomes cheaper for a bidder 
who faces increasing marginal costs of borrowing 
existing debt has restrictive covenants) to acquire control 
the covenants attached to new debt can substantially stren 
bargaining positio and make a hostile takeover Iess 
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The paper proceeds as follows. We derive the optimal behavior of the bidder 
in section 2. In section 3, we show how the value of the firm depends on LY. 
Se&on 4 1’“CK__:_ -----ntc *-he +totminsntr nf the ~~q~snev$ f-h&e f++~f g_ The next "--Lb=Iu5r+CY-r"" WA __a_ _~_L._--_e%.- 

section derives the implications of our analysis for tiancing dcedsiszs anri 
discusses some takeover defenses that have the sa~me eft as an increase in a. 

e also compare the valuation effects of the announcement of 
decisions and takeover defenses in our analysis with the empirical evidence. 
We provide concluding remarks in section 6. 

Consider an economy in w ere are two relevaut dates5 dates 1 and 2, 
and in which all parties h t date 1. At date 1, it is 
assumed that management contiols the voting of a fraction (Y of the 
shares of an all-equity firm. We call these shareh rs whose voting rights are 
not controlled by management outside shareholders. There is a contirmum of 
atomistic outside shareholders who own shares at date 1. At date I, some Erm, 
called the bidder, decides whether to aquire information about the manage- 
ment’s firm. If the bidder invests in information aquisition, it pays I at date 1 
and receives information at date 2 describmg *&e gain that would accrue to the 
bidder from control of the target. Given its information at da?e 2, the bidder 
decides whether to make a bid. To focus more readily on the key results of this 
paper, we assume that if the bidder’s first attempt to aquire control of the 
target is not successful, its pote c&l gain from control disappears. With this 
assumption, we do not have to analyze the gaming that often takes place once 
a bidder sets out to acquire control of a -et. ‘6-e will discuss where 
appropriate how relaxing this assumption would change our results. Further- 
more, to focus the analysis, we assume until section 4 that the bidder’s gain 
from control is too small to enable it to offer a premium large enough to 
induce management to tender the shares whose voting rights it contro!s. 
Although the objective function of management is discussed in section 4, for 

moment it suffices to say that management values control and loses it if the 
cover attempt succeeds. 

e consider the case in which control of the target is gttarant~ by 
possession of a simple majority of the shares. The bidder must therefore 
acquire half the shares for the takeover to be successful. To simplify the 
analysis, we consider only offers of the following kind: the bidder offers to buy 
exactly half the shares at a total price of $J + P, where (i) y is the date 2 value 
of the firm if no takeover attempt succeeds and is common kuowledge when 

d (ii) P is the total premium offered by the bidder to 
s. If fewer tha7, half the shares are tendered, the bidder 
a&o assume that the totd v&c :jf the shares not 
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purchased by the 
implies that all the benefits from c 

v&ue of th& c&a&&s 

“cring decision is P - 

potential gain from control3 an individ 
tives not to tender when the fraction 

opportunity cost of tendering is not common information and hence is not 
known by the bidder. Mering opportunity costs of t~~de~~g 
holders imply that the supply curve of shares tendered 
premium offered by the bidder, as those shareh4ders 
tunity costs tender 6r st. We assume ‘&at thy-e is en 
distribution across sharehoiders of the opportunity costs of tendering that 
neither the bidder nor the target’s managers know the true supply 
shares tendered. The distribution of this curve IS assumed to be such 
most possible gains from control, it would not be pro tabie for the bidder to 
offer a premium which ,Wantees success offer. Further, we do 
not want ohe op,portunity costs of tendering to eliminate competition among 
shareholders for the premium. To insure that competition among shareholders 
is ecmmnically sign&ant, we assuE;; L,,. ~2 tlL., have a nontrivial 
probability of success. 

*---tknc ;mnlying that the expected fraction of the shares tendered is _~rH%uu~UW;nU S;“r’ 
an &re&hg fun&oh of the premium 4Gered by the bidder d4id &ii the 
bidder is uncertain about the fraction of the shares that will be tender 
be motivated by both empirical evidence and informal theoretical 
Empirically, there is evidence of bids that initially fail, but then SW 
premium over the pre-offer price is increased, an4 there is eti 

‘See Bmdey (1979) md Grossman and Hart (1980). 

4%is competition is discussed extensively -m 3wkgeh and Zice (1983). See also Eel-&d 
(1985), Bradley and ‘Kim jl985), d the references in the previous footnote. 
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that are oversubscribd5 lt has been shown that for share repurchases the 
number of sham purchased increases with the premium ~ffcred.~ There is 
direct evidence that the probability of success of a tender offer increases w 
the premium offered.’ 

curve of shares can pr 
analysis to be too intimately ti 

taxes unless a successful tender 
whkh involves an exchange of 

t be the fraction of his proceeds from tendering that shareholder I 
must pay in capital gains taxes. q depends both on the price the shareholder 
paid for his stake initially and on his personal tax rate. Srareholder i is better 
off if he tenders, and his share is accqted if (1 - ~)(JJ + 2P) exceeds y_ 

ently, shareholder i tenders only if 

In this setting, a bidder who does not know how shareholders are distributed 
across tax rates is uncertain about the supply curve of shares tendered. 

To facstate our analysis, we make the following assumptions about the 
supply curve of shares tendered. If, once tfte bid is m&e, one samples among 
outside shareholders, each randomly chosen outside shareholder is assumed to 
tender with the same probability s(P). We assume, for simplicity, that s(P) 

5~. C-w hstance, Bradley, De&, and Kim (1983). Note, however, that the definition of the 
prekmked here Mers from the one commonly used in em@%& aua?iysis. The definition a-sed 
in empirical work compares the price off&d by the bidder wth some pre-offz price. Pa this 
model, the pre-offer paice depends on the expec& premium aad the probability of a tender offer. 
Nevertheless, if a tender Her takes pItice, the empiricA measure of the premium is positively 
related to the measure used here. 

%ee Roseafeld (1982) for direct evidence, and also Masulis (i980), Dann (1981), 
and Vermaelen (1981). 

‘See, for instance, Walkling (1985). 

(1985) provides a model in wnich an upw,ard-sloping expected supply curve of shares 
tics F?(rm t&e fact that shareholders are heterogeneously informed about the value of the firm if 
it is not acquired. 
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rent vaiues of a. 

hue is low enou 

insure that there is 

id has a nontrivi 

the vaIue of the firm if no bid i 
distribution with density function h 
if an investment in information is 
accrues directly to the bidder from controI of the target. 
drawn with probably p from a unZorm ~t~bution be 
equal to some negative number G with probability (I- y). If G_ is low enough 

never m&es a bid without haviig acquired information. To 
c discussion, we assume from now on that this is the ca5e. G cat 

take a negative vaIue for many reasons. For instance, a bid ma-- have a fixed 
cost which, in some states of the world, exceeds the benefits which accrue fro 
control of the target. 

The bidding firm chooses the pretium given its perception of the probabil- 
ity of success of the bid as nction of the premium. Given a premium P, it 
follows from the centraI t theorem that a fraction (I- CY)S(P) of the 
shareholders tender, i.e., wrth a continuum of outside shareholders, there is no 
uncertainty about the fraction of outside shareholders who lauder if the 
probabi&ty tkat an individual shareholder tenders IS 
offer is successful if (1 - a)~( P) exceeds one half, it carp s 
i; grchter ;hm l/2(1 - 3). Let r(a) be equal to the fraction of t 

that must tender for the offer to be s 
robabi~ity of success of 

that s(P) exceeds z( OL). th our assumptions, t 

u(P) - z(a) 
M(P9 Qi) = G(p) - d(p) ’ 
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as long as the probability of success of the bid is less than one and greater 
than zero. The probability of success does not depend on the shareholders’ . - ^- per;;;p;& ;f &e value of the bidder’s gaui from control. This is because ever 
if G is iarge compared to the payment offer4 by the bidder, share tXS 

cannot collude to make fail to force the bidder to dki a higher 

from control is 

tion, the biddiug &m chooses P to 

[G - P]NO, (3) 

where sh is equal to zero if no bid is made and one otherwise. We will call the 
maxim&d value of (3) the expected value of the bid. Mote that the bidder’s 
actions when G is known do not depend 0111 J, which is the sunk cost of 

mation about the target. The expected va!~ of the bid is shown 
to be a concave function of the premium and it falls when P 

eme, if a bid is made, there is a unique optimal premium. 
Further, the optimal premium increases with G, which is the bidder’s gain 
from control. 

In the absence of of shares, the bidder has to persuade 
half of the outside shareholders to tender to be successful. However, if a is 
positive, a larger fraction z(a) = l/2(1 - a) > : of the outside shareholders 
must tender for the bidder to gain control. To keep the probability of success 
constant as 01 increases, the bidder must therefore increase the premium with 
a. AS ail increvcc, the probability of success fal!s for each ~r,&um because a 
larger frackq of the outside shareholders has to tender for the bid to succeed. 
It ediately follows that: 

es& I. An increase in the fraction a af the voting rights controlled ly 
~nage~~ent decreases the expected value of the bid to the bidder. 

Proi$ See appendix. 

or a given value of the gain from control 6, the bidder increases the 
~r~bab~ty of success and decreases the expected value of the bid if it 

to offer a premium 
of success against 
urn, an increase in 
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Expected marginal 
cost and marglnal 
gain of the bid 

Expected marginal cost 
as a function of 
pmium offered (P) 
a=0 a=u’ 

01 does not afkct the gain mde by the bidder if bid is successful, but it 
decreases the probabiity of SWXSQ. Consequently, a higher a induces the 
bidder to offer a higher premium to tween the probability 
of success and the gain asso&ted optimal. This explaiEs 

e following result: 

Result 2. Franz the bi&er ‘s perspective, the optimal premium is an increasing 
fiuzction of the fraction Q, of the voting rights of the taq?t controlled by 
management as long as a is not so high that a bid is a negative net present value 
project. 

Prw$ Zke appewlix. 

Fig. B iYusbrates this result. The expecic? v 
equal to an expected gait, GN, minus a~ exp 
is the bidder’s gain from control times the 

e bidder chooses 
from an increase 
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offered on the probability of success does not depend on a9 However, an 
increase in a decreases the marginal expected cost by loweriig the probability 
of success. With a higher a, an increase in &&e premium oRered has a s;maIler 
cost because it is less likely that the premium will actually be paid. Fig. I 
shows haw, with an increase in 4, the r~~$nal ex;;;xted gain curve stays 
unchanged while the marginal expected cost curve moves to the right and 
intersects the margkml expected gain curve at a higher premium. Hence, the 
premkn must increase with a as long as a bid is a positive net present value 
project. If outside shareholders can collude, they can make the bid a zero net 
present value project for the bidder irrespective of a. In that case, an increase 
in Q cannot increase the premium. 

In this section, we address the question of tow the date 1 value of the !km, 
I’( a, l), depends on the fraction of the fkn’s voting rights controlled by 

” = ___1_..1 - . management. In tne presence 0i ~dpln PUS i~tis, .^!-.%?.&-14-re jvw.a qn u-w -:JUAa:_C 3 -2’1” L _ ~ ~ 

opportunity cost of selling their shares and *hey may cot all be made better off 
if managers take actions that maximize the market value LT kc: f%m. To avoid 
the unchartered territory where value m aximization breaks down, wc arbi- 
trarily define V(a,l) as the present value of the cash flows which GaiyJe to 
shareholders and assume that they want V( a, I) to be rnS. Taxes are 
@ored in the follcwing analysis, so that V(a, 1) corresponds to the value of 
the firm from the perspcztive of an investor who pays no taxes. Furthermore. 
we assume St all cash flows are discounted at the rate of interest R. .aalrag 
the analysis of section 2, it follows that 

where r’ is an indicator variable that takes value zero if the bidder makes no 
investment in information about the target and one otherwise. As ail parties 
know a, I, and distribution of the bidder’s gain G (characterized by a 

‘Without our assumptions about the distrillutiou of the fraction of shares held by outside 
investors that are tendered, the premium may fall with an increase in a. In particular Result 2 
does not hold if the nlarginal comrihuti~n of an increase in *he premium to the probability of 
success of the bid falls too much when a increases [formally, if Np,, is negative and iv; - {C - 
P)N,, > 01. The intuition for this condition is that, if N,, is small, au increase in the premium 
has only a small impact on the probability of success of +he bid, so that an increase iu the 
premium increases the expected gain (GN) less than i* :nn . uI,.reases the expected cost (PN) of the 
bid. In t&is case, the bidder is better off dLrre&rg the premium offered if a increases. However, if 
Npn is small enough to invalidate Result 2, tkzre g~~mlly :s no interior soiution for the premium, 
as the second-order condition of the bidder’s maximizaLon problem [eq. (A.3j in *&.z appendix] is 
unlikely to hold. 
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probaJbility p that the gain is positive an distributed unifo 
and G) before the shares are sol can infer i at date 
the value of the target is equal to e sum of two terms. 
expected value of the firm in sence of a kkeo 
second is the e ed value of the payment to target shareholders by a 
successful bidder es the probability that a successful bid wi? be made. FC - 
the bidder to invest in information, the net present v ue of doing so must be 
positive: 

(5) 

atey follows from this that: 

Result 3. I/the target’s value at date I is expressed as a function oft 
of the voting rights co@trokd by managers, it reach a maximum for some 
positive amount of that fraction and a m~~~im~zi WE~I ~agement controls haIf 
or more qf the shares. 

Prooj See appendix. 

The intuition behind Result 3 can be explained as follows. The value of the 
target would be maxim&d if the target’s shareholders could find a way te 
appropriate for themselves the benefits that otherwise would accrue to the 
bidder in ‘&e event of a successful bid. However, there is no a&on that an 
outside shareholder can take independently to insure that only bids having 
zero value for the bidder are successful. By increasing a, managers reduce the 
probability that a bid will succeed and make it more dy that a successful 
bid is a high bid. On the one hand, the probability of a successful bid falls as cy 
increases and reaches zero when a equals one-half. On the other hand, the 

. . . ., . --fi,Wd expected premmm If a bid is successful is bounati *oy ihc g.iii kxx .,A...-. 

for the bidder. This means that, as a becomes large, the product of the 
probability of a successful bid times the expected premium if such a bid takes 
place becomes small. Eventually, as a reaches one-half, no bid ever succeeds, 
so that the date 2 value of the km is equal to its stand-alone date 2 v 
Hokvever, a--~l+ 2 and this discussion rest on the assumgdion that I.\rSUlr J 
ment does not tender its shares at the highest premium that the bi 
willing to o&x. This assumption Is rekuce8 irp the next, section. It is in 
to note that, in &is model, an increas? q Q is $rL .** to 
minimum bid in an auction.” e benet: df esta 

‘ONore that Shleifer and Vishny (1986b) provide an analysis in which the target implements d 
m&mum bid once the bidder has already purchased shares by buying back the shares and 
entering a standstill agreement. See tiey and S uelson (1981) for a discussion of &e usefulness 
nf ~rt&&JPiq a migmm bid. 
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that it raises the expected value of the successful bid; the cost is that it 
decreases the probability of a successful bid. 

If, contrary to our assumption, there is a second potential bi.dder, an 
increase in a have less effect on the value of the target, because 

s into account that unless the premium offered is high enough, the 
second bidder wih thud it profjtable ‘rep bid= Or, pursuing the auction analogy, 
the usefulness to the seller of establishing a minimum bid falls as the number 
of bidders becomes large. Hence, in this model, as the number of bidders 
increases, the benefit to shareholders of an increase in a when Q[ is small falls 

e the cost is unchanged. r1 Note also that if nontendering sh 
receive more than $y if the bid is successful, because the bidding Grm faws 
constraints in its ability to appropriate the gains from the takeover, their 
opportunity cost of tendering is increased. This forces the bidder to offer a 
larger premium and hence has the same effect as an increase in the number of 
bidder;. 

Although our analysis shows that shareholders can bcaefit from an increase 
in a, such an increase has a cost for society as a whole. In our model any 
increase in the value of the target takes place at the expense of the bidder. 
H~~:ever~ an incf-~~ in a &mezues the combiied value of the target and the 
bidder because it makes unprofitable some bids that are profitabie for a = 0. 
Hence, a positive a leads to a waste of some opportunities for the bidder and 
the target to increase their combined value. Although a large a reduces the 
agency cost of equity financing, as discs& by Jensen and Meclding (1976) 
and others, and hence benefits society as a whole, this gain comes about 
because managers have a stake in future cash fiows and not because they 
control voting rights. An analysis of ‘the social costs and benefits of legislation 
that would restrict managerial control of voting rights is beyond the scope of 
this paper. 

In this section, we study the determinants of a when management controls 
voting rights only by holding shares and the firm is an ah-equity firm. Whereas 
our earlier analysis explicitly assumes that the premium offered is too small for 
managers to tender their shares, we now also consider the case in which the 
premium is high enough to persuade managers to tender and show that our 
previous results are not al?&d in this more general setting. For simplicity, we 
assume ‘chat managers act to maximize the fohowing collective objective 

“Previous papers LOCUS on the benefits %r the 
(?9ES), Khanna (1983, -P’nd (l%i5j, tsd %GeZer 

target of having multiple bidders. See Fishman 
a~;_i st;isbny (19861: '. In Riley and Samuelson 

(1980) the levei of the minimum bid is not affected by the number oi bidders, but tbe expected 
revenitie from establishing a minimum bid is. 
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function: 

where W(2) is the managers’ we th at the beginnina, of tra 
when the outcome of the takeover attempt is known. 
expected utility gain if a successful takeover does not 
of the change in the vaIue of their holdings of their 
probabiity that managers will get 
successful takeover. It is ass 
wealth and that it bits decreasing abs 
apI~oach, a positive 
they lost their jobs. 

ever, in general, one 
that are unlikely to 

very usefuI outside the target. 
it target is at&active kcause it 0 

the bidder. Pr 
piores and use the 
become expert in managing the stores wouId lose a 
km-speSk bmm capital. One would aIso expect Q to be 
-.C.=n”OCC.’ ?...2 * * - nrr*a.t-Vnc;nS% ;n....l~,t< tp”?UTt : ;sp.m~$p uuvmqy.~~ W~pcLwcL~~~ i a&W.“w.bi --upLw.AL #...&WuL’ mm2 fxynlmts. It t3 

not aIways to the bidder’s advantage to honor sue commitments.t2 For 
instance, suppose that compensation contracts are structured so that effort 
increases the probability of b&g rewarded by a big prize - for instance, the 
job of chief executive, which has a saIary ch,,,, .- . ..-._ r-W r\ren tnr mata tk p&c attractive.13 
In such a situation, the management of the target may lose substantiahy if the 
top prize is taken away by the bidder, and Q is a measure of its loss in 
expected utihty if a succe..,~. CcfuI takeover changes the probabihty of obtaining 
this prize. 

‘IO determine managers’ optimaI hddings of shares in their firm, we first 
derive an expression for their wealth at date 2. We assume that at date 1 
managers have wealth W(1) and a stake in theii Erm worth QI 
compensation from the &-hi k ~~~~~~~ - ---r*a~aA A O~P foilowing discussion. .a_ __-- 
compensation far the next period can be viewed as part of rtL J weah 
part of Q may reflect their compensation in subseQuent perids. 
extension of the present analysis would take into accou 
between management’s compensation and the p 
control. It is assumed, for simplicity, that no asset can be use 
hedge their investment in their t?rm. In such a setting, there is 
gemdity if one amma that t investment oppsrtutit 
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consists of only a risk-free bond with return R and the common stock of the 
In this section, YX also assume that there are no restrictions on short 

9 so that managers can borrow at the rate R. Since capital gains taxes 
make it less likely tkt managers will ccndcr, we assume that managers pay no 

scuss later bow our results are changed w 
t date 2, managers’ wealth depends on the v 

no tender offer is made or if managers do not tender, the total value of their 
tender, they also receive a frac 
th on a and on the fraction of 

is 
from this that management’s wealth at date 2 

1) - aV(lY,l)](l + R) -k cry +j... (7) 

Managers’ return from investing in their tlrm comes in two forms. FirsO, 
managers get 15 pecuniary return from their investment that depends on their 
tendering policy. en managers render less rca&ly than other shareholders, 
their expected necumary rate of return is smaller than R as they may end up 
not tendering in the event of a stt~ful bid. However, managers also benefit 
from the fact that their holdings of shares make it more likely that they will 
remain in control. At date 2, management tenders if its utility is maximized by 
doing so: 

ZU([IV(l)-aV(a,l)]jl+R)+ay)N+Q(l-N), (8) 
wlrere N* is the probability of success given that management tenders and N 
is the probability of success derived in section 2. To compute N*, note that if 
management tenders, the oiler is successful if a fraction (i - a)/(1 - a) of the 
outside shareholders tenders. Hence, N* can be computed by substituting tbis 
fraction in eq (2). Inspection of eq. (8) reveals that, for a small enough 
premium, the left-hand side of the equation is smaller than the right-hand side, 
which means that it does not pay for management to tender when the 
premium is small. However, there is always a premium large enough that it 

for management to tender, as utility increases with date 2 wealth. 
nsequently, there is a premium P* such that management ten&s for all 

premia that exceed P’. It immediately follows from eq. (8) that P* is an 
’ creasing function of the benefit that management derives from control. 

owever, for manageme t to tender, it must also be the case that the 
probability of success is when management tcndcrs than when it does 

ment generally tenders in offers that are highly 
rary to our Pssumption in this section, management 

es, it may cnoose not to tender even wher: an offer is 
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offers, it can learn abo 

ess its 

&ares from outside 
fraction of its shares 
that the premium for 

63 negatively related to a, since the bid 
for the bidder even if it has to ecause otherwise m 

ed bids leads to more plausible results. T&s discussion 
at this assumption could be relaxed, since our results 

long as there is substantial uncer*&~- about the supply curve of shares, so 
that management tenders only for a high premium. 

!Ye can nc~~ !‘,a_% to the determinants of a. As it is ris for m~agement to 
own shares, LY is negatively related to managers’ degree of relative risk 
aversion. Fu+ermore, because managers e&bit decreas absolute risk 
aversion, LT is an increasing function of manageriai -we&h ore importa& 
however, cy is positively related to the benefits that managers get from 
and to the absolute value of the change in the d --bability ~:f success 
brought about by an increase in a. It fohows t: Y A. ;L L&P 8 decrease in the 
managers’ benefits from control decreases M. AarehoEder: can engineer such a 
decrease by granting management a golden parachute, wtieh suggests that the 
value of the km should increase when a golden parachute is introduced in a 
firm with a huge ar. However, a golden parachute could ak SC introduced to 
reduce the value of the bid for a potential bidder, wi ..zh would decrease the 
vahie sf the fim irrespective of ix. though empirical researchers 
introducing a golden parachute can rease the value of a 
parachutes are likely to be introduced when the prob 
attempt has increased, so that the positive abmorms_a! retu 
their introduction may just reflect the change in 
ful takeover.14 

14Sec Eambert ad Larcket (lr385). 
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We are now in a position to show that the results of sections 2 and 3 are not 
ar&c~I when management tenders for premia in excess of P*. Note first that 
OUT Romulus wodd no longer hold S it turns out that an increase in a decreases 
P*. This is because, in this case, some bids would have a higher prob 
success with higher values @f a. It has been argued, for instance by 
and Long (19&t), that an increase in a, by inc 
managers who refuse to tender, decreases P*. 

sis, a is high when the benefits of con 
rice, a higher ix is associated with a higher 

robability that management will tender fo 
premia +&at the bidder might offer. This implies that our results of sections 2 
and 3 still hold when management chooses to tender for some premia, at least 
for values of a smaller or equal to half the votes plus one. In the setting of this 
paper, there is no reason for managers to hold votes in excess of half the votes 
plus one. Hence, to explain such holdings of votes, one has ta introduce 
considerations (for &s: ancc, incentive or asymmetric information effects) 
affecting managerial holdings of votes that are not captured in our model and 
may lead the value of the firm to increase with a when a exceeds one half. 

It is important to understand that tb.e results of sezdons 2 and 3 hold 
because managers’ holdings of shares affect their probMity of keeping the 
benefits from control. If there are no benefits from control, managers do not 
behave difIerently from other shareho!ders and they tender when doing so 
maximizes the value of their shares net of taxes. In this case, the relation 
between the value of the firm and a depends on the managers’ tax status and 
on hovV their large shareholdings enable them to affect the outcome of iire bid. 
It is interesting to note that our model implies that *he value of l &e shares fold 
to the public in an initial public offering incr~~~~s Gth a over some range of a 
if the potential shareholders believe that management is less likely to temlder 
than outside shareholders. However, there is no apparent mechanism whereby 
managers can commit not to tender, so that if managers get no benefits from 
control, the value of the 6sm could be lower for a small positive XX thzn for 
a = 0. This is because managers might tender for a lower premium than the 
premium for which half the outside shareholders would tender when a = 0. 

ides ent co 1 of vcGE[Eg ri 
Because of risk aversion and limited wealth, management is likely to own 

only a relatively small fraction of the shares df an all-equity corporation. 
Often, therefore, the value of an all-equity firm could be increased if manage- 
ment found ways to increase its n--l: iL._trol of voting rights. In this section, we 
show that all financing decisions a?%ct management’s control of voting rights 
for a given dollar investment by management in its corporation. Because the 
value of the firm was shown in earlier sections to depend ~1 tll~t Qi:tribution of 
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voting rights, it follows that fenancing decisions affeci the value of the firm. 
particular, for low values of a, increases in leverage in general incr~z~e the 
value of the firm while decreases have the opposite &Txt. PIowe~er, to 
highlight the valuation effects of changes in management’s control of voting 
rights, we neglect the other determinants of the &m’s capital s 
have traditionally been studied. Introducing these determinants 
ably change the degree of leverage that maximizes the value of t 
not the result that the firm’s value is not eve 
conclude the section by discussing cant 
management to increase its control of 
of the firm’s capit structure unchanged. 

The analysis in section 4 assumes &i4zt m;iilagers :an bcmow to buy s 

aml face perfect capital markets. With such zn assumption, it dx 
whether the firm or the managers borrow, so the value of 
tidependent of itp.. capital structure but not of management’s control of voting 
ghts. However, &is argument depends critically on the ability of managers 

borrow on personal account at the same terms as the corporation.rs 
particular, managers must be able to enter into nonrecourse loans to purchase 
&ares. If they cannot or if there is any other reason why managers cannot 
borrow at the same rate as the corpnration~ one would expect the firm to have 
debt outstanding. This is because with a debt issue managers can purchase a 
constant fraction of the shares at a lower cost and hence can achieve at more 
favorable tcms what they would otherwise accomplish on personal account. 
While our no ,&l fxuses on the possibiUy &at mznagss will bse .c4x . _ d 

through a hostile takeover, as inope zxporate debt is sold, the risk to managers 
of losing their position through bankruptcy increases and hence additional 
corporate debt becomes less advantageous. l6 Furthermore, .as the firm issues 
more debt, the shares become more risky so that mana.gers bear more risk ror. 
a given investment in the firm. As the debt-equity ratio increases, it is likeb 
that at some point a further substitution ol debt for equity leads managers to 
reduce their izcstment in the fhm so &at rx fallr It follows that there are 
costs to increasing debt d that managers try to balance the marginal costs 
and benefits of debt en they choose the firm’s debt-equity ratio. An 

“Note that if outside shareholders cannot borrow and lend at the same terms as the 
corporation, they are not indifferent witin respec:ct to the capital st_ructure of the firm. Altho 
result implies tkt there will be Icverag-kzdr;ced clienteles, It does non kve ~~A &~Lseh~ for 
the capital structure of individual firms. 

16Harris and Raviv (1988) have a model in which the advantage of deb: is that it m&es 1 
change in control through a proxy contest less likely, while its cost is that it m&es it more likely 
rhat managers wlill3se corktrol to ihe creditors. 
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increase in the gain from control fcr a potential bidder increases the ber.efrt to 
management of a high a, but does not change the costs associated with A high 
debt-equity ratio if no takeover attempt succeeds. This leads to the fo~~owi~~ 
result: 

Result 4. If we hold constant the vnorragers’ investment in their own firm and if 
a chaqe in the debt-equity ratio aflects the potential bi&“er only because it 
changes management ‘s control of votitig r~g~~~s, (a) there is a positive debt-epic 
ratio that maximizes the date 1 vale of the $rm, (b) the probab%ty of a hoMe 
takeover attempt is negatively related to the target’s debt-equity ratio, and (c) 
an unexpected increase in the probability of a hostile takeover tiitempt increases 
the target’s debt-equity ratio. 

Palepu (1986) provides evidence to support this result. He studies a sample 
of 163 fkxs that were aquired during the period 1971-1939 and a random 
sample of 256 firms that had not been aquired as of 19?9. He estimates a 
logistic multiple regression model in which the explanatory variables ax? 6rm 
characteristics hypothesized to afkt a km’s probability of being ta4en over 
while the binary dependent variable talces the value one for aquired Grms and 
zero othetise. The estimate of the regression coefficient for leverage is 
negative and significant at the 0.05 level, so that a hi&y levered fkm is less 
hlcely to be acquired than an nunlevered Grm. 

0ne should note, however, that an increase in the debt-equity ratio CP? 
make a takeover less likely because it decreases the bidder’s gain from control 
in addition to its efkct on a. This may occur for at least three reasons. First, 
as suggested by jenwa I;i9&jhSj, & issmce af cev d&t can be a t;ay for 
management to bond itself to higher payout and reduced investment expendi- 
tures that raise the value of the fhm and make aquisition of the target less 
valuable for a potential bidder. Second, the target’s debt may include cove- 
nants which restrict ‘he bidder’s ability to use these assets in the way it wants 
to. For instance, the bidder may not be able to sell some of the target’s assets 
without repurchasing the debt at a premium. Such covenants may be included 
in the bond indenture only because they ma4e the target less attractive to a 
7 _ stial bidder. Hence, bond covenants themselves are a way for a target to 

ise the probability of a successful bid, but such covenants decrease the 
value of the Erm because they decrease the bidder’s gain from control and 
hence decrease the premium o red. Third, an increase in the debt-equity 
ratio can make a takove* t less h4elv because the bidder may have 
i~~~~ded in its computation of the gain from the acquisition an increase in the 
debt of the target. Since an krease in the debt-equity ratio of the target 
reduces the target’s ability t 
!isn wouid faii as’ the debt 

ssue additional debt, the gain from the acqrrisi- 
ity ratio increases. 



for low values of 

existing value of Q. 
increased or d 
leverage, For low 
shareholders to believe; the 
that maxim&~ the value 0 
of the increase in ~~v~rag~, 
takeover becomes 

to 

that the effect of exchange offers 
related to JI and can be negati ucentration of vottig 

1988) document 
kzLS~C:io? s for 

A final note o It 4 may not hold when tie 
debt-equity ratio ol” the target a.fTects the bidder’s cost of borrokg. 
this, suppose the bidder faces increasing marginal costs of bo 
instance, issuing more debt could force the idder to renegotiate with its 
bondholders to change some bond covenants. 
induce the bidder to avoid m 
unless the gain from control for t 
the tota! value of ias 
kdl. In this case, a 

“Smith (1986) reviews the empiricai evidence L, -4 the hypotbesrs offered to explain it. Jensen 
(1986a, b) offers a new explanation of t>e empirical evidence which relic? MI the fact that, for firms 
with free cash flow, a leverage increase bonds m ayoat ad ~ves~me~~ 
more favorable t :- shareholders’ interests. 
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increases.l* Because the total premium p;-iid by the bidder increases with CM, the 
value of the target is’ still increased by the change in the debt-equity ratio 
when (r is small. However, in this case, an increase in the debt-equity ratio 
could mean that managers are more likely to lose control. One would not 
expect such cases to be frequent, ‘becati+at bidders zre US&J Lrrars 3 which 
bond covenants are unlikely to become binding in the short run. Further, 
newly issued bonds could incorporate covenants that decrease a bidder’s 
possible gain from control (for instance, by restricting the sale of the target’s 
assets) and hence make a bid less likely even though a bidder would have to 
issue less debt tG acquire the target Neverthelesq this case is important 
because it shows that, sometimes, it will pay for a firm to decrease its 
debt-equity ratio to obtain a better bargaining position with a bidder. 

5.2. Stock repurchases 

Although many papers have been devoted to the study of stock repurchases, 
most do not address why takeover targets find such repurchases desirable.” In 
the standard corporate finance literature, stock repurchases are generally 
viewed as a way for managers to signal greater earning opportunities. This 
literature does not explti, however, why greater earming opportunities should 
come up just when a bidder makes a bid or why, if management aheadyy knew 
these opportunities, it waited to act until a bidder made himself knownz Jensen 
(1986a, b) argues that such stock repurchases decrease the resources available 
to managemer! and hence prevent the management of 6rms with limited 
growth opportunities f- ,rom investing these rmurm in negative net present 
value projects. His analysis implies that stock repurchases are more likely 
when the increased likelihood of a takeover contest puts management under 
pressure to make the target less attractive to a hostile bidder. 

Although a shzre repurchase can decrease the bidder’s gain from acquiring 
control of the target, rt also follows from our analysis that a share repurchase 

ic hak for a bidder to acquire control because it increases 
managers’ coniuul of voting rights. For low values of a, a share repurchase 
increases the value of the target even in the absence of its e&cts cn the 
management% actions discussed in Jensen (1986a, b). However, for large values 
of a, our analysis implies that share repurchases can decrease the value of the 
firm. Dann and DeAngelo (1988) provide empirical evidence on share re- 
purchases du.rLng t eov’er contests. Interestingly, they fine that the average 
announcement effec: of the repurchases in their sample is negative. Some of 
the repurchases they discuss seem to be strongly motivated by managers’ 

‘asti@ik (1972) argxc t _ Aat bt cause of this phenomenon the probability of a takeover increases 
ktb he &=bt_q&,y r&o_ 

lgSee, for instsuce, Dane (1981), Vermaelen (1981), Mahis (1980), anci Rosesfeld (1982). 
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intention to consolidate their voting power as they are associated with private 
placements of shares to anagement, investors allied with management, or 
pension funds under the ntrol of management. The other 
discuss as well as those in Icnsen (1986a,b) are be 
ways for management to bond i 
The motivation for repurchases rnotiv~~o~ em- 
phasized here are not mutualy exclusive and each can 
degrees, to explaining p 

The concentration of 
for low values of a an 

e in Q increases the value 

For one subperiod in his sample, he Ends that in a multi-variate regres 
ient of the announcement 

tly diflerent from zero at e O.Q5 level. ‘This evidence could m 
that the positive signalling tax, gr leverage-increasing incentive e 
repurchases dominate the concentration of the vote efl&t fo 

it would be interesting to study t relation betweeu ~~~o~~rn~t eflwts of 
stock repurchases and (rr in a sample that includes the more recent experience. 

5.3. Cmweztible a%& and dehyed mtversion 

Ingersoii (f977a) and B (1971) show that in perfect 
markets a convertible security as soon as the value of the 
asset to be exchanged for the security equals the call value plus the accrued 
interest. Yet IngersolI (197fb) documents that most 6rms do not follow this 
policy. In his sample, coprations waited, on average, until the value of the 
common stock to be exchanged for the debt was 83.5% in excess o 
value plus the accrued interest of bonds convertible into stock, while 
of the preferred stock was 63.3% in excess. In the context of t% present paper, 
forcing conversion of debt into common stock decreases a.20 If the holders of 
convertible debt are less likely to convert and tender than holders of common 
stock, forced conversion has a cost created by thf redistribution of voting 
rights that 5% been neglected in the literature. As holders of a convertible 
security who lose either a put option in the case of convertible debt or, 
possibly, the to higher dividends with convertible preferred stock, it 
seems likely that holders of convertible securities face a higher opp 
cost of tendering than holders of common stock. Further, holders of 
ible securities may not be able to convezt in time to 

*%ee Ingersoll (lWb9, Harris and Raviv (l%Sy, and Constantinicies and Gruncly (19869 
andyes which 0fTer hypotieses as to why convertibles are cdled late. 
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offer. Mikkelson (1981) documents that the announcement of forced conver- 
sion of debt convertible into common stock significantly decreases the value of 
the firm, while the decrease in the value of the Grm resulting from the 
announcement of forced conversion of preferred stock into common stock is 
not statistically Werent from zero. Since, on average, preferred stock seems to 
have less valuable voting rights common stock, forced conversion of debt 
into co on stock would be more likely to signal a decreased probability of a 
tender offer than forced conversion of preferred stock into common stock. 
This could help explain the stronger adverse impact on the value of the firm of 
the forced conversion of debt convertible into common stock. Note, however, 
that in the case in which the bidder faces increasing marginal costs of 
borrowing, forced conversion of a convertible would make it more difl&lt for 
the bidder to acquire control as more borrowing would oe required. 

Inst& of iwxasing theix control of voting righs directly, managers can 
decrease the importance of voting rights held by other shareholders. One way 
to do this is through a supermajority rule. A surif;rmajority rule is viewed here, 
for simplicity, as one according to which the bidder gains effective control of 
the target only if some fraction y > t of the shares has been acquired. The 
introduction of a su permajority rule-is equivalent to an increase in a as it 
implies that, even if cs = 0, the marginal shareholder who tenders requires a 
higher premium than if y = :. In our model, therefore, an increase in y from 
Y = $ increases the value of he firm if Q is smaller than the value of a that 
WOKS maximize uie value of the firm and decreases it o&evie. DeAngelo 
and Rice (1983), Linn and McConnell (1983), and Sarrell and Pot&en (1987) 
stttdy the change in the value of the firm associated with the announcement of 
the introduction of antitakeover amendments. On average, the introduction of 
supermajority amendments does appear to reduce the value of a firm, but the 
announcement effect seems to vary considerably in both sign and magnitude 
among firms. It would therefore be useful to re-examine these announcement 
effects to see whether (Y can provide some explanation for their cross-sectional 
distribution. Our model implies that negative announcement efIects are more 
likely to be associated with firms in which cy is large than with other Crms. 
Alexander (1986), regressing the announcement effects of antitakeover amend- 
ments on a constant and the fraction of the shares held by members of the 
?<,_“&rd k>r c- - -**: :F Lb-.i.“. 9 Ends that the announcement etIect is negatively related to 
rsi:p. fraci,ion of the shares he?d by members of the board. Iarrell and Poulsen 
(i387) obtain a similar result. 

In some case>.. supermajority rLles can achieve an increase in the value of 
tne firm that cannot be accomplished through an increase in (Y. To see this, 
consider the case m which management is not made worse off by a takeovci 
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attempt. 111 this case, the value of the 5rm would increase with an increase in ot 
pr that managers could not to tender, because a bid vwuld 
su niy with the support o 1der.s with higher opport 
tendering. As argued in the previous section, however, there is no mechanism 
whereby managers can commit not ts tender. Hence, in this ease, the value of 
the firm may not depend on at. However, t can achieve the same 
effect as an increase in ii associated with a 
by introducing a supermajority rule. The 
is that it is not easy to remove when sh 
out it. 

By introducing differential voting rights, management can also 
importance of voting rights held by o’rher shareholders. Conside 
two classes of common stock that differ only in their voting rights. For 
instance, both types of shares receive identical payouts, but shares of one t 
have two votes, whereas shares of the other type have only one vote eat 
management holds the shares with the hi voting rights, it holds a 
fraction of the voting rights for a given t than it would witho 
existence of two classes of common stock. Hence, the existence of differential 
voting rights brings about an increase in Q when managers hold a dispro- 
portionate fraction of the shares with superior voting rights. The analysis in 
this paper implies &at one would expect shares with higher voting rights to be 
held mainly by managers. DeAngelo and DeAngelo (1985) and Partch (1987) 
document that this is indeed the case. Our analysis also indicates that the 
value of the &m fails when managers introdu~ shares with higher voting 
rights to acquire a veto right on future proposed control changes. 

If some shares with bigher voting rights are traded, one wouid expect those 
shares to trade at a premium as long as the probability of a takeover is not 
zera and to receive a higher premium if a successful tender offer is made. 
Several papers document that, y, shares with fiigl= voting fiats trade at 
a premium over other shares issued by the same firm.*’ Further, DeAngt;io 
and DeAngelo (1985) study cases in which f%ms with more than one type of 
shares were ac@red by other Grms and show that shares with higher voting 
rights received a higher premium. Partch (19871 studies a sample of firms that 

issued shares with limited voting rights and fk~s that, on average. the creation 
of such shares increased shareholder wealth. owever, as two-thirds of the 
shares with Kted voting tights i;; !XZ st also receive a preferential 
divided, she is unable to distinguish between the effect of a change in payout 
poticy and the effect of a change in the distribution of voting rights at 
conventional significance levels. Pinegar and Lease (1986) study the announce- 
ment effect on a firm% comr2on stock of ju V-P c&r to exchange common stoc 

21!See, for h&mze, DeAngelo ad DeAq@-; taJ ‘;“S5) 52 Cease, McComefl, and Ii&kkelson 
ji9%3, 1984). 
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for preferred stock. They find that the announcement effect of such an offer is 
negatively related to the voting rights of the preferred stock. 

ers benefit more from an o 
+I+ aphen the preferred _%Y%,&.. 1. stoc 

d be consistent with our analysis 
announcemeut effects of a are related to 

the changes in the distribution of votin 

5.5. Shareholder clienteles 

ent can increase a through contractual arrangements that give it 
vote shares it does not own or enable it to influence how such 

votsd. These coatractual arrangements are likely to 
can force it to relinquish some decision 
for low values of 4(, the announcement e 

ase Q should be positive as they move a 
closer to the value that maximizes; the value of the Grm. A discussion of the 
main empirical implications of our analysis for such contractual arrangements 
follows. 

nerahy acts as a trustee of the Grm’s pension fund and of the 
rship plan, and hence it can sign&antly uence how the 

firm’s shares held by C,: pension fund or the stock ownership plan are voted. 
One would therefore expect that the introduction of an ESOP and purchases 
of the firm’s shares by its pension fund or the ESOP would have a positive 

on of the voting rights effect on the value of the fhm when a is 
should not forget, however, that purchases of shares by the firm’s 

ESOP or pension fund can also a&t the value of the Grm for other reasons 
(for instance, they can have tax effects). 

eAngelo an eAngelo (1485) document instances in which managearnent 
has the right to vote shares that it does not own that are he in trust. The 
estabti.shskczt l f sil& h irk codd have a pmitive efkct cm valr;e of the 

es (II. However, when the establishment of such a trust leads to 
f r, i.e., one that is dose to or exceeds one half, one would 

to fall. Thr: vvaiue of the fimrr*3 equity can also 
y investors f ly Fo m2na ent 
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agreeme ~uld inc 
control of the votes in m~agement’s 

large CT’S A more pl 
voting rights in the 
eGminates a bidder. o&d decrease the value of the 

65.4. Financial restructurings 

So far, we have assumed that Gnancial transactions kave an ~~~du~ 
ah\ili*w nf ‘6mAGA U”AJuLJ UA .“~““I g ~~~~g~ for a given premiu 

restructuring can change this ~~obab~ty. FG: in 
share repurchase bays back shares from those sharehoiders who have the 
lowest opportunity costs of tendering, SO that a subsequent bidder has to buy 
shares from shareholders who have higher opportunity 
our model , SC& 2 km repurchase decreases the prob 
bid for a low premium and leads the bidder to offer a hi 
elect of a share repurchase can take place ev if cr=O a3d hence is 
directly related to tke main theme of this paper. owever, it foEn+s from 
discussion that the effect of a given a on the p :mium offered can k affect 

“In this model a large shareholder plays a difkent role than in the model of Shleifer and 
Vishnv C1986a). In their model, some -takeovers cannot take place in the absence of a large 
&u&older, evec thixtigb they would make the target’s shareholders better ofI’, because 
cannot exclude the target’s nonten$ering shareholders from the gains cre 
in the target’s management. The large sfrareholder cm iatitate a takeover 
the gains and hence make the takeover a positive net present value project 
§tieifer and Vi&q (E’86ag model, the premium offered in a t 
proportion of shares he 
Following an imcrease 3% gs, a takeover becomes more 
takeovers which generate 
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by changes in the distribution of shareholders’ opportunity costs of tendering 
fhrol$. C_,_,f-1 . 

I Q 1 fil*~~~l~ i~st~~~i*~~~,~s. 

This paper shows how the value of a firm that is a potential takeover target 
nds 6u the fraction of the vo dd by m~agement. result 

n a,, distribution c ‘G.$ -. ra# 
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for kow one views various r d~f~~s~ and for rS;ti firm’s Gnancial 
policies. 

Some interesting extensions of the pre analysis are tke following. First, 
we assume tkat the congict of +&rest tween shareholders and managers 
arises only from the fact thy: a successful tieover always benefits share- 
holders but may hurt rn ejs. Tkus our an ignores tke positive 
incentive eiTects of a 1;rge SSed by Jensen (1976), and of 
2~. ~&et for corporate control discussed in Iensen and Ruback (1983).” It 
is posziblc that an an ysis tkat includes the incentive ef&.~ zf a would show 
that, in some cases, value of the f3m increases monotonically with a 
because thm~ effects dominate the distribution of the vote effect studied in this 
paper. 

Second, we zss~c the target’s management cannot increase its bargaining 
pourer other than through an increase It would be interesting to see how 
our analysis extends to the case in ch management can increase its 
bargaining power in other ways, f-- instance by introducing a poison piII, and 
how the distribution of voting r‘ -ri’ q affects management’s ability to bargaiu 
with a bidder.24 

Fiially, we ignore informau. ‘_. qmmetries. In general, one would expect 
management to know more about the target than either outside shareholders 
or the bidder. This in~oduces a new reason for management to resist, in that it 
may have information that leads it to believe the firm is ~undervalued.25 In 
suck a situation, YS’ ability to block a low bid would increase the 
value of the firm. ence, this type of informational asymmetry could bring 
about a higher optimal value for a. Although constructing a model that 
incorporates distribution-of-votes effizcts, incentive effects, and informational 
asymmetries is a challenging task well beyond the scope of this paper, the 
results presented here indicate that research along these lines would be helpful 

“3!5x Sccharfstein (1955) for a m&l 3x1~ &zds wi& tze km& eK&rs of the market for 
cc_rpz?e cxurol. 

24!3ee Parsons (1985) for a bargainiing XX&F! nf tender 4?rc 

2%ee Baron (1983) for a model that de& with these informational asymmetries. 
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to understsu.d better how the 
ital structures are S~Pect~~~:. 

orate control works. 

de~va~ves of N with respect to 
ut and P. l[t is easy to ve > 0. 

RemIt 2. The d premium satisfies: 

(A.2) ;3 ‘?l rst-order condition, (A.3) the second-order condition, (AA) 
~~~~~~~~S conslraint that a bid has to &e a posit!ve VW project. 
assumptions, Np is a copsiiint, so that Npp = 0 and the second--order condition 
(A.3 

tk envelope theorem yields 

where the second equality follows from the fact that Np is a constant. 

dV/da. Diaerentiating V((u, 1) with respect to cy yields 

dV 
P’ 

To evaluate the te 
term as follows: 

are brackets, 
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Paste now that eq. (A.2) implies that N = [G - P]NP. LJsing (4.2) to eliminate 
I”u’ iU (A.7) yields 

Consequently, the term in square brackets in eq. (P&j is positive whe~evcr G 
is large in comparison with P. As U(P) and d(P) are assumed to be linear 
frlnctions of P with identical slo we can rewrite the as ll(P)=a+ 

d d(B)-A + P. Using eq. (A.;), we get the following solution for the 
premium: 

[G/3-a+z(a)]. (A.91 

(A.9) implies that if the pre 
0, as -a + z(0) is negative by ass 
CL G = ir. 

chosen, G exceeds 2P for 
dV/du is positive when 

l2zQJkrent supp ctions. 0~ results still hoid if NPp and &;a differ from 
zero provided there is a unique interior solution for the ~.L;rilium, (b) 
N,+(P-G)N,,<O, and (cj G ) 2P over a sufhcient range of values for G 
for LY - 0, Condition jb) is likely to hold whenever there is a tique interior 
solution S;or the premium. This follows from the fact that an increase in (Y has 

e oppcsite effect cm N of a fall in the premium. By this argument, lone would 
expect E!p, to have the opposite sign from NPP. However, if NPP is 

d 6 - P is large, the mnd-order condition (A.3) does not hold. 
one wou’ld expect NPa to be positive, which implies that condition (b) ho!ds. 
Condition (c) holds wbenever competition among shareholders far the prc- 
mium is strong, so that the premium offered when 01= 0 is small compared 
with the gain to the bidder. 
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